
 Animals and Habitats Summer 2  

Our topic for the final half term in Reception will be animals and their habitats. We will be looking at a range of 
different animals such as pets, farm and zoo animals. In addition we will be learning about animals that are extinct 
such as dinosaurs, mammoths and dodos. When looking at the animals we will be discussing what they eat, sound 
like, how they move, their habitat and their appearance. When looking at their appearance we will be discussing 
their size, any specific body parts (trunk and tusks for an elephant), colour and any patterns they might have. We will 
also be discussing the weather conditions where they live. This topic will entail the children sharing their own 
knowledge and discussing ways that we could find out more information such as non-fiction books, the history 
museum and looking on the Internet.  

 
Personal, social and emotional development 
 Continue to work on their confidence, independence and making links in their learning. 
 What is a habitat? Discuss that it is an animal’s natural home or environment. What is a human’s habitat? 
 Where do they feel safe? What is their favourite place? Why? What is special about their home? 
 “I feel happy when… I feel sad when…” 
 Learning their street name and area. Looking at Google Earth to find the school and other local places. 
 What do they enjoy doing? What are they good at? What have their favourite moments in Reception been? 
 Hector’s World – e-safety – continuing to learn about being safe online. 
 Describing their friend – What is their personality/appearance like? 
 What would it feel like to be blind/deaf? Exploring their senses. 
 Continuing to work on sharing and taking turns. 

 

Communication and language, literacy  
 Continuing to work on rhyming. 
 Continuing to practise reading and writing tricky words. 
 Recap fiction/non-fiction books. Where else could we find information about certain topics? Where could we 

find out more information about specific animals? Linking to the Internet/library/museums. 
 Explain that some books might be called ‘The Farm’ but have lots of information about different animals in. 

Some may be particular books just dedicated to individual animals. We will be linking this to how this is the same 
for the jungle, sea creatures and dinosaurs etc. 

 Look at a picture of the farm and discuss the animals seen. Make a list of the animals. What noises do they 
make? What do they look like? What are their babies called? 

 Stories linked to the ocean – Smiley Shark, Clumsy Crab, Fidegety Fish, Commotion in the Ocean, Rainbow Fish. 
Look at the problem of the story and how it was solved. Is there a moral to the story? 

 Owl babies – linked to nocturnal animals. 
 What other nocturnal animals are there? What is their habitat? What do they eat? 
 Stories linked to the jungle - Dear Zoo, Rumble in the Jungle, The Tiger Who Came to Tea. 
 Write a shopping list for more items that Sophie’s mummy would need (The Tiger Who Came to Tea). 
 Non-fiction writing – write an animal description. 
 Monkey Puzzle. Look at the rhyming and writing jungle poetry –Can you hear a noise? Where? What do you see? 
 Setting descriptions – farm, jungle, sea etc. 
 Creating and writing questions about different animals. 
 Children to make books about looking after a pet. 

 
Physical development 
 Continuing to practise letter and number formation. Developing consistency in size of letters and numbers and 

writing on the line. 
 Providing children with bats, balls, skipping ropes and other equipment to devise their own games. Encourage 

sharing and making their own rules. 
 Continuing hopping and skipping while moving. Can they skip in time to a beat? 
 Skipping in a long rope and with individual skipping ropes. 
 Moving like different animals. Do they move fast/slow? What are their bodies like? Making themselves as large 

as possible for a hippopotamus and long and thin for a snake etc. 
 Practising Sports Day races - relay races, balancing quoits, Lego race and dribbling a ball. 
 Using varied building materials – small/large Lego, large blocks, junk modelling etc. 
 Writing with chalk outside on the ground. 
 Dancing – learning dance moves to a song. Freestyling their own dance moves. 
 Action games – Simon says, All change, Through the hoop, Jingle bells, Around the World, Balloon Keepie Uppie. 
 Children moving like animals – thinking about their bodies – giraffes tall and sleek, elephants stomp. 
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 Moving on bikes, trikes and using other moving/riding vehicles. 

 
Mathematics 
 Data handling- Who lives where? What is your favourite animal? Create a tally. 
 Look at different maps of zoos. 
 Sort zoo, farm and pet animals. 
 Jigsaws. 
 Games – snakes and ladders, snap, ludo. 
 Recap – reading and writing numbers to 20, estimation, missing numbers on a numberline, 1 more, 1 less, 

addition, subtraction. 
 Recap 2D and 3D shapes using the correct terminology – 2D shapes – sides, corners. 3D shapes – faces, edges 

and corners (vertices). 
 Recap money, time, height, weight, length, repeating patterns, sequencing events, programming Beebots 

around obstacles. 
 Problem solving – doubling, halving and sharing. 
 Counting to 100. 
 Counting in tens and twos. 

 
Understanding the World 
 Looking at different animals and habitats including from the farm, the jungle, the ocean, nocturnal animals, 

dinosaurs and pets. 
 What can you tell me about their size/colour/pattern/features/body parts/how they move/what sounds they 

make? What is the weather like where they live? Look at the different climate for particular creatures. 
 How could we find out more information about these animals? Google, non-fiction books, museums etc. 
 What food do we get from farms? How does it grow? Where? Where does milk come from? Link to the wheat 

from The Little Red Hen. How does it get to the shops? 
 What vehicles are used on the farm/at sea? Tractors, wheelbarrow, combine harvester/submarine, boat, yatch, 

jet ski. 
 What animals might we see on a farm? What are their babies called? How does the animal change as it grows? 
 What animals live in the jungle?  Which animal has this tail? How do you know it is that animal? (Make links in 

their learning to the appearance of different creatures). Refer to lions as big cats. 
 Describe animals – ‘Who am I?’ for the other children to guess. 
 Where are the jungles in the world? Use an atlas/Google Earth to show where jungles/tropical rainforests are 

found (such as India/South America etc). 
 The Tiger Who Came to Tea – making sandwiches. 
 What do animals need to live healthily? Explain that humans are animals and compare whether we need the 

same things as farm/jungle/sea animals to stay healthy. How are they the same/similar/different? 
 Discuss sea creatures. What do they look like? How do they behave? Are they predators or prey? 
 Nocturnal animals – What is a nocturnal animal? Explain that it is a creature that rests in the day and hunts at 

night. Look at examples of nocturnal animals. Link to the Owl Babies story. 
 Dinosaurs – discuss different dinosaurs. Were they herbivores/carnivores? Explain that dinosaurs are now 

extinct. Were humans around at the time of dinosaurs? How do we know about them? Look at different fossils. 
 Look at other animals that are extinct such as mammoths, dodos and quaggas. 
 Experiments – skittles, coins and whiteboard pen. 
 Typing – Children writing their name and a sentence on Word. 
 

Expressive arts and design 
 Children choosing music they would like to listen to and then dancing to it using a range of fixed/freestyle 

moves. 
 Finger painting/painting with cotton buds. 
 Designing and creating models of different habitats. 
 Creating a zoo. 
 Making different vehicles – link to the different types of vehicles used for different places eg wheelbarrow, 

combine harvester/submarine, boat, yatch, jet ski. 
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